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Abstract 

The task of extracting knowledge from databases is quite often performed by machine learning algorithms. Many algorithms can 

only process discrete attributes. Real-world databases often involve continuous features. Those features have to be discretized 

before using such algorithms. Discretization methods can transform continuous features into a finite number of intervals, where 

each interval is associated with a numerical discrete value. This paper analyzed existing data discretization techniques for data 

preprocessing. Firstly, the importance and process of discretization is studied. Furthermore, we conduct an experimental study 

of discretization methods involving the most representative and newest discretizers. It's essential to select proper methods 

depending on learning environment. At last, the thought of choosing the best discretization methods in association analysis is 

proposed as future research.  

Keywords – Discretization, Continuous data,Data Mining, Classification. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Data mining can be defined as the non trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, ultimately understandable 

patterns in data. Even though the modeling phase is the core of the process, the quality of the results relies heavily on data 

preparation which usually takes around 80% of the total time. An interesting method for data preparation is to discretize the 

input variables. Discretization of continuous attributes plays an important role in knowledge discovery. Many algorithms related 

to data mining require the training examples that contain only discrete values, and the rules generated by classification 

algorithms with discrete values are normally shorter and more understandable. Suitable discretization is useful to increase the 

generalization and accuracy of discovered knowledge. Discretization is the process of dividing the range of the continuous 

attribute into intervals. Every interval is labeled a discrete value, and then the original data will be mapped to the discrete values. 

Discretization of the continuous attributes is an important preprocessing approach for data mining and machine learning 

algorithm. An effective discretization method not only can reduce the demand of system memory and improve the efficiency of 

data mining and machine learning algorithm, but also make the knowledge extracted from the discretized dataset more compact, 

easy to be understand and used. Research shows that picking the best split points is a NP-complete problem. The result of 

discrimination is related not only with the discretization algorithm itself but also with the data distribution and the number of 
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split points. When the same discretization algorithm is applied to different dataset, we may get different result. We can only 

know the effectiveness of the discretization method by the result of post processing. So whether the discretization method is 

good or not is also related with the induction algorithm adopted later. There are many advantages of using discrete values over 

continuous ones: [1] Discretization will reduce the number of continuous features' values, which brings smaller demands on 

system's storage. [2)] Discrete features are closer to a knowledge-level representation than continuous ones. [3] Data can also be 

reduced and simplified through discretization. For both users and experts, discrete features are easier to understand, use, and 

explain[4].  

Discretization makes learning more accurate and faster. [5] In addition to the many advantages of having discrete data over 

continuous one, a suite of classification learning algorithms can only deal with discrete data. Successful discretization can 

significantly extend the application range of many learning algorithms.  

II. CATEGORIZATION OF DISCRETIZATION APPROACHES 

Discretization algorithms can be categorized into supervised and unsupervised based on whether the class label information is 

used. Supervised discretization uses class information to guide the discretization process, while the unsupervised discretization 

does not. Equal Width and Equal Frequency are two representative unsupervised discretization algorithms. Many supervised 

discretization techniques have been proposed to date, of which the Entropy-MDLP discretization has been accepted as by far the 

most effective in the context of both decision tree learning and rule induction algorithms. Compared to supervised discretization, 

previous research has indicated that unsupervised discretization algorithms have less computational complexity, but may result 

in much worse classification performance. When classification performance is the main concern, supervised discretization 

should be adopted. The usage of Discretization methods can be dynamic or static. A dynamic method would discretize 

continuous values when a classifier is being built, such as in C4.5 while static discretization is done prior to classification task. 

Another dimension of discretization methods is local vs. global. A local method would discretize in a localized region of 

instance space (i.e., a subset of instances) while a global discretization method uses the entire instance space to discretize. 

Discretization methods can also be grouped in terms of top-down or bottom-up. Top-down methods start with an empty list of 

cut-points (or split-points) and keep on adding new ones to the list by „splitting‟ intervals as the discretization progresses. 

Bottom-up methods start with the complete list of all the continuous values of the feature as cut-points and gradually remove 

some of them by „merging‟ intervals as the discretization progresses. Another dichotomy is direct vs. incremental. Direct 

methods divide the range of k intervals simultaneously (i.e., equal-width, equal-frequency, or K-means), needing an additional 

input from the user to determine the number of intervals. Incremental methods begin with simple discretization and are followed 

by an improvement or refinement process, which requires a stopping criterion to halt further discretization. Discretization can be 

univariate or multivariate. Univariate discretization quantifies one feature at a time while multivariate discretization considers 

simultaneously multiple features[4].  

III. A TYPICAL DISCRETIZATION PROCESS 

A typical (univariate) discretization process broadly consists of four steps. (1) Sort the continuous values of the feature to be 

discretized, (2) Evaluate a cutpoint for splitting or adjacent intervals for merging, (3) According to some criterion, split or merge 

the intervals of continuous value, and (4) finally stop discretization.  
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A. Sorting  

The continuous values for a feature are sorted in either ascending or descending order. If sorting is done once and for all at the 

beginning of discretization, it is global treatment and can be applied when the entire instance space is used for discretization. If 

sorting is done at each iteration of a process, it is a local treatment in which only a region of entire instance space is considered 

for discretization.  

B. Choosing a cut-point  

After sorting, the next step in the discretization process is to find the best cut-point to split a range of continuous values or the 

best pair of adjacent intervals to merge. There are numerous evaluation functions such as entropy measures and statistical 

measures.  

C. Splitting / Merging  

In the top-down approach, intervals are split while for a bottom-up approach intervals are merged. For splitting, it is required to 

evaluate cut-points and to choose the best one and split the range of continuous values into two partitions. Discretization 

continuous with each part (increased by one) until a stopping criteria is satisfied. For merging, adjacent intervals are evaluated 

to find the best pair of intervals to merge in each iteration. Discretization continuous with the reduced number (decreased by 

one) of intervals until the stopping criterion is satisfied[5].  

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Cheng-Jung Tsai , Chien-I. Lee , Wei-Pang Yang[6] in the paper titled “A discretization algorithm based on Class-Attribute 

Contingency Coefficient” present the  supervised, static, incremental, global and top dowm approach of the descritization 

method which was based on the class-attribute contingency coefficient. This paper also present the evaluation of the seven 

different methods of the descritization on as many as thirteen different real dataset and 4 different artificial dataset. The result of 

the evaluation shows that the proposed method is able to produce better descritization algorithm which can improve the 

accuracy of the classification. This method also able to perform better in term of execution time and produce promising results. 

  

Alberto Cano · Dat T. Nguyen · Sebastián Ventura,Krzysztof J. Cios[7] in the paper titled “ur-CAIM: improved CAIM 

discretization for unbalanced and balanced data”  suggest three different ways to improve the existing CAIM algorithm and 

hence achieved the enhanced version of the CAIM algorithm. First of all this method, apply a flexible descritization method 

while generating the interval of having smaller size. In the second improvement, it applies data class distribution for improving 

the qualityof the interval. This step helps to produce better classification accuracy for balanced as well as for unbalanced 

dataset. It is specially very efficient for unbalanced dataset. It registered third improvement over the traditional CAIM algorithm 

in term of execution time or run time. This method require lesser run time as compered to the traditional CAIM algorithm. This 

algorithm does not require any kind of parameter setting and hence it is parameter-free approach. Another advantage of this 

method is its ability to adapt its-self as per the problem complexity and the distribution of the data-class. Ur-CAIM algorithm 

was also compared with 9 different algorithm of descritization by taking 70 unbalanced dataset and 28 balanced dataset. The 
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results were compared by performing the non-parametric statistical tsets. The results obtained clearly shows that the ur-CAIM 

algorithm is able to produce better performance as compared to other method for both balanced and unbalanced dataset.  

  

Nor Liyana Mohd Shuib1, Azuraliza Abu Bakar2 and Zulaiha Ali Othman [8] in the paper titled “Performance Study on 

Data Discretization Techniques Using Nutrition Dataset” suggested that Main objective of this work is to perform the 

comparision of different data descritization scheme and hence to find out the most appropriate descritization scheme for the 

dataset of the nutrition. The dataset of the nutrition was obtained by the conducted survey. This dataset has 160 different 

attributes and the 820 records. The nutrition dataset are descritize with the help of all the schemes and the classification 

accuracy of the above methods are evaluated.The results of the experiments reveals that method with Boolean reasoning 

outperform the entropy based methods in term of classification accuracy. 

 

Z. Marzuki, F. Ahmad[9] in the paper titled  “Data Mining Discretization Methods and Performances” suggested that One of 

the most vital data processing task in the data mining is the task of data descritization. Now a days various methods of data 

descritization has been devised. Some of the important data descritixzation method  are entropy based method, equal frequency 

bining, Boolean reasoning etc. the work present in this paper is basically the performance evaluation of these methods. All the 

experiments in this work is validated by using the 10-fold cross validation scheme. In the later stage of this, performance 

ranking is also computed by experiments. Experimental results shows that the performance of different methods is different in 

different area of the domain. 

 

 Lukasz Kurgan 1, and Krzysztof Cios[10] in the paper titled “Fast Class-Attribute Interdependence Maximization (CAIM) 

Discretization Algorithm”  

           Proposed  A Fast Class-Attribute Interdependence Maximization (F-CAIM) was proposed in this paper which is the 

advanced or enhanced form of the original CAIM algorithm of descritization. This method is supervised method of data 

descritization which work by maximizing the calss attribute interdependence. As the name suggest F-CAIM is fast as compared 

to the traditional CAIM algorithm as it require lesser time to descritize the data. Apart from fast computation time it also has all 

the advantages of the traditional CAIM algorithm like automatic generation of the all possible minimal number of discrete 

intervals, attainment of the highest class-attribute interdependency in comparison with other descretization scheme. The results 

of this paper contain various existing bench mark test of F-CAIM, CAIM and other various state of the art descritization 

schemes. The carried out test include dataset with continuous and mixed mode attributes. The results clearly shows that the 

speed of the F-CAIM algorithm is able to match the speed of the unsupervised scheme and better than the  supervised scheme of 

the descritization. 

 

JerzyW. Grzymala-Busse and Teresa Mroczek[11] in the paper titled “A Comparison of Four Approaches to Discretization 

Based on Entropy” offered a  comaprasion of the four discritization schemes which are based on the entropy. This includes 

traditional C4.5 approach of the descritization, equal interval width scheme, equal frequency per interval, two globalized 

methods and relatively new scheme known as the multiple scanning using the C4.5 C4.5 ecision tree generation system. 

Main goal of this research work is to perform the comparision of these four methods using two criteria i.e. error rate evaluation 

by ten fold cross validation and the decisison tree size generated by the C4.5. the results of this research work shows that the  
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multiple scanning algorithm is better performer in term of error rate. Apart from this decision tree generated by the multiple 

scanning are more simpler as compared to the decision tree generated by the C4.5 and other methods of the descritization. 

 

 Shivani V .Vora R.G.Mehta[12] “MCAIM: Modified CAIM Discretization Algorithm for Classification” presented another 

method which offered the modification in the original CAIm algorithm. The main goal of this paper is to enhance the original 

CAIM algorithm to improve the classification accuracy of the original CAIM algorithm. Number of interval in the MCAIM 

algorithm are more as compared to the original CAIM algorithm which is the main hurdles of the classification accauracy which 

is overcame here by incorporating the  CAIR criteria to merge the intervals. This not only improve the classification accuracy 

but also produce less number of interval. 

 

Lukasz A. Kurgan, Member, IEEE, and Krzysztof J. Cios[13] in the paper titled “Caim discretization Algorithm”  

suggested that Most of the earlier data descritization method are applicable to the discrete numerical or nominal attributes or 

features. Earlier there was no descritization method for continuous attributes.  So there is requirement of the descritization 

algorithm which can transform the continuous attributes in to the discrete ones. This paper is the right solution to this problems. 

This appear present a classic CAIM algorithm which is designed to use with the supervised data. 

This method achieve this by maximizing the class-attribute interdependence by generating the minimal number of the 

discrete intervals. This is supervised in the sense that it does not require the user to enter the predefined the number of intervals 

in contrast with the other approach which require the user to define the number of interval. For testing the CAIM algorithms 

various tests were carried out which shows that the discrete attribute genarted by the CAIm algorithms always  contain lowest 

number of interval along with the highest class-attribute interdependency. Machine learning schem like CLIP4 rule algorithm 

and the decisison tree algorithm is used for generating the classification rule for  dsicretized data by CAIM. The accuracy 

obtained by the cAIM algorithm are found to be highest and the lowest number of rules are achieved in CAIM algorithm as 

compared to the other algorithm.      

 B.Hemada, K.S.Vijaya Lakshmi [14] in the paper titled “Discretization Technique Using Maximum Frequent Values and 

Entropy Criterion” presented  the problem address by the existing method of descritization which is known as the EDISC i.e. 

Entropy based discretization  interval using scope of the class. This scheme of the discretization actually consider the value of 

each class and if necessary apply the ENT-MDLP algorithm for each of the class. If the number of attributes value is equal to 

the scope limited list of each of the k-class, then computational complexity and the search space for computing the cut points is 

increased because entropy method is used k-times on all the attributes value. This enhance the  model penalty. So this paper 

addresses this problem by taking the maximum occurring value of the each class as the starting cut-points. At the later stage this 

method applied the ENT-MDLP procedure for initial cut points to get the final cut-points. This method can be used for any kind 

of classification. 

  

S. García, J. Luengo, J.A. Sáez, V. López and F.Herrera[15] in the paper titled  “A Survey of Discretization Techniques: 

Taxonomy and Empirical Analysis in Supervised Learning”  presented various methods of discretization existing at that time. 

This paper also present the categorization of the discretization method. In the earlier attempts, categorization had been done but 

the categorization was not done in formal way. Apart from this, in those attempts, there was lack of the consensus in defining 

the properties. Categorization creates confusion among the practitioner. In most of the previous attempts of categorization of the 
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discretization, only few mwethod have been considered and most of the method of the  discretization are not included. In order 

to overcome this problem, this paper presents an extensive survey on discretization methods proposed so far by taking in to 

consideration theoretical and empirical perspective. In theoretical perspective, this paper presented main properties based 

taxonomy by incorporating all the notation as well as all the methods known up to date. In empirical perspective, this paper 

presents the experimental study on the supervised classification uses in the most of the discretizers, different dataset and 

different classifiers. Accuracy, number of interval and inconsistency are the various measure for checking the performance by 

conducting various parametric statistical test. The best performing discretizers are highlighted in a set. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Discretization of continuous features plays an important role in data pre-processing. This paper briefly introduces that the 

generation of the problem of discretization brings many benefits including improving the algorithm‟s efficiency and expanding  

their application scope. From the past few decades much work has been done in this area resulting in many different 

discretization methods. Choosing a suitable discretization method largely depends on the user need for discretization, as well as 

on the kind of data to be discretized. While a lot of work has been done, there are still many issues that remained unsolved, and 

new methods are needed to address these issues. In future we expect robust discretization techniques which can overcome the 

drawbacks of handling huge data and large number of attributes.   
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